JustBiz fees and expenses
Please find below an overview of the range of JustBiz services and related fees.

Mediation of business and labour disputes
JustBiz charges an hourly fee of € 147,90 ex VAT for the mediation of business and labour disputes.
The hourly fee includes the following activities of the mediator: all forms of discussions and
correspondence with the clients and (after agreement) identified third parties or experts, including any
interviews, the reading of documentation, preparation and written debriefings of discussions, drafting
of agreements. Office costs are not separately charged.
JustBiz charges an reduced hourly fee of € 73,95, ex VAT, for related travel within the Netherlands, in
case the location is > 30 km from Eindhoven. This amount is inclusive of travel expenses.
Costs and fees related to third parties, as well as possible rental costs of the location, if and when
incurred by the mediator, will be charged at costs basis.

External confidential counsellor
JustBiz charges an hourly fee of € 127,90 ex VAT for operational activities als external confidential
counsellor. Other possibilities include a prepaid card system with a discount on the hourly fee, or a
subcription fee, including a defined numer of activities. Please check with JustBiz what structure
would work best for your organization.
Operational activities would typically include the following:
- Advise (helpdesk function) and support of employees, management, as well as internal
confidential counsellors;
- Regular evaluation with the board of directors or the responsible function within the organisation;
- All contact with staff, management, work council, HR or other relevant functions within the
organisation;
- An annual report in writing, with respect to the number and nature of reports, and an evaluation
thereof in relation to the policies in place.
Activities of a governance and policy nature, such as the creation and implementation of a whistleblower program, will be charged based on the hourly fee for consultancy activities, as set out below.

Consultant for ethics and compliance services
JustBiz offers the consultancy services as set out on the website for an hourly fee of € 147,90 (ex
VAT).
JustBiz charges a reduced hourly fee of € 73,95, ex VAT, for related travel within the Netherlands, in
case the location is > 30 km from Eindhoven. This amount is inclusive of travel expenses.

In company workshops and training sessions
JustBiz offers a half-day rate of € 748,- for dilemma training sessions or ethics (management) training
sessions for internal confidential counsellors, works councils, employees or management, or
workshops for boards of directors. This half-day rate is inclusive of all preparation activities, and is
exclusive of travel and subsistence costs. JustBiz training activities are exempted from VAT.

Invoice specifications
All invoices will be accompanied by an overview of costs, specified per hour, activity and date.
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